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SURFACE
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WHO WE ARE

MDR?

Regional german broadcaster based in Leipzig

Covering 3 federal states (Saxonia, Saxony-Anhalt and Thuringia)

24h-linear television programme as well as
digital programming
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MDR - AUDIODESCRIPTION

233 newly produced audio versions in 2021 (= 227,86 hours)

Integrated and intertwined work processes

appr. 22% audio versions are produced with „Frazier“
= roughly 48 hours

„Frazier“ in use since in 2018

Originally intended to primarily describe web formats in audio
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POSITIVE CRITERIA

Text creation without any additional programme
Browser based Chrome or Firefox
One application in one system

- Word Document
- VideoPlayer
- Logs audiotrack automatically (Measures TC of text 

gaps)
- Write your audiodescription
- Optional: Traditional voicerecording

or
Sound recording with TTS
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EASY TO USE
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CREATE A NEW PROJECT
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OVERVIEW PROJECT
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OVERVIEW PROJECT
Glossary

Audiodescription Connection editing desk

Sound- and timeline
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INSIGHT „FRAZIER“

www.mdr.de/barrierefreiheit/audiodeskription

Der Osten - Entdecke wo du lebst: Paulinzella - Der Schatz im Wald - Hörfassung | ARD Mediathek
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http://www.mdr.de/barrierefreiheit/audiodeskription
https://www.ardmediathek.de/video/der-osten-entdecke-wo-du-lebst/paulinzella-der-schatz-im-wald-hoerfassung/mdr-fernsehen/Y3JpZDovL21kci5kZS9iZWl0cmFnL2Ntcy84NWIyYWM4Ni1iZWU5LTRjMDctODlmYi05N2YzMjkxNzczZWUvYXVkaW9kZXNrcmlwdGlvbg


CRITICAL ASPECTS

Not every file size fits

mp4 necessary

Voices have their limits
- Speech speed
- Single words sometimes don't work
(Manipulate: put a question mark to make the voice go up)

- Restraint in some blind people: “technical voice”
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SIDE-TRIP: TEXT-TO-SPEECH (TTS)

Phased survey of blind people

Low-treshold with German Central Library for the Blind (DZB)

“Louis-Braille Festival 2019” – Blind attempt with a qualified 
questioning of blind and visually impaired people
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A large proportion of those surveyed did not recognize the TTS voices as 
synthetic or considered them human. The surprise was consistently positive



SELECTION VOICES
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ADJUST PRONUNCIATION
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„SUITABLE“ FORMATS

- Non-fictional
- Factual reports
- Time-sensitive

e.g.
The east – Discover where you live

45-minutes regional documentary broadcasted every thusday
Rule-workflow: Ready-to-broadcast material delivered to us 
wednesday/thursday
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SUITABLE FORMATS

Digital web series:

e.g.: „They call us Ausländerteam“, „Pflegionärin“, „Cyborgs of instagram“
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POSITIVE CRITERIA

Time saving

Cost reduction

More audio versions

Result: increase of audiodescription appr. +25 %  
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

Georg Schmolz

MDR Access Services

georg.schmolz@mdr.de

www.mdr.de/barrierefreiheit

mailto:georg.schmolz@mdr.de

